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AOPA Online: Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association. AOPA. Web. 11 Sept. 2011. 
 

<http://www.aopa.org/training/>. 
 
This website is obviously directed right at my topic, providing me with loads of information on 
the training it takes to become a pilot and get your certifications. There are many articles relating 
to news about flight training, accidents, and things of the like. Each one can help out greatly. 
 
Cadden, Frank. Personal interview. 17 Jul. 2011. 
 
Frank (Mike) Cadden is my mentor for this entire SEP process. He is the experienced pilot I have 
been shadowing and he knows a lot about the field of aviation. Him and I discuss a lot about the 
training of pilots, the cost of it, the time it takes, how some people aren’t trainable, the rewards 
of it, and the risks of flying. He’s really knowledgeable and has opened the door to a lot for me. 
He’s the one that has helped me figure out my topic. In this interview particularly, him and I 
discussed all of the above topics and how I can write about them. 
 
 
Fiorino, Francis. “A Glass Act.” Aviation Week & Space Technology. 163.4 (2005): 53-54.  
 

EBSCOhost. Web. 11 Sep. 2011. 
 
A new program has been designed to give flight students the proper training in order to not only 
earn their private pilot’s license, but their instrument certification as well; something that 
generally is taught separately after a pilot license is obtained. The program will be taught using a 
fully glass cockpit, meaning its main purpose is to be flown by reading instruments only. This 
relates to my topic of flight training in a very direct way. I’m proving how the training of today 
isn’t as good as it could be due to training being taught using instruments more than human 
instinct and judgment. This will help my argument greatly. 
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Landsberg, Bruce. “Flying To Standard.” APOPA Pilot. Jun. 2011: 30. Print. 
 
The PTS (Practical Test Standards) for flight training as they are written currently are good 
enough for every pilot to fly better and reduce accidents if they would just follow the guidelines. 
Pilots today are taught by instructors that don’t always teach the PTS the way it should be taught 
and students therefore do not learn what they should. Statistics show that a lot of accidents are 
pilot caused, because they aren’t familiar with the PTS. If they were, there’d be less accidents. 
This can be used in my paper because I am trying to prove that training isn’t as good as it could 
be. 
 
Haines B., Thomas. “Tools For Wisdom.” AOPA Pilot. Jun. 2011: 26. Print. 
 
Pilot error is the most common form of error. The author states “some people simply are not 
trainable” which helps my argument greatly as I am doing research on pilot training. Another 
aspect of this training is that most commonly, pilots are trained to fly in mainly only one type of 
climate, dry and hot. A lot aren’t used to the icy, wet, and cloudy northeast. Basically the article 
is talking about how some types of training aren’t as effective as others. 
 
“New License Requirements Make Skies Friendlier For New Pilots.” New Orleans CityBusiness 
 

(LA). (2004). EBSCOhost. Web. 11 Sep. 2011. 
 
This new requirements for getting a pilot license are not beneficial. Cutting the amount of hours 
it takes to get one is just furthering the lack of information a trainee will obtain, which will 
increase chance of pilot error in the cockpit. The training quality will definitely go down, even 
though I’m trying to prove it was low quality anyway. I can use this as support to prove that 
more hours and more quality training is necessary to become a successful pilot.  
 
“Pilot Had No Crash Training.” Daily Mirror. (2004). EBSCOhost. Web. 11 Sep. 2011. 
 
A self-explanatory article showing that lack of training causes fatal accidents to happen. A man 
and his wife were killed because he never had the training required to know how to bail out of a 
plane over water. Because of that, pilot error occurred, and both occupants of the plane drowned 
to death because of it. An obvious support for my paper. 
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Sanfelici, Arthur H. “General Aviation's Ups and Downs May Soon Get A Boost From A New 
 

Program.” Aviation History. 16.1 (2005): 6. EBSCOhost. Web. 11 Sep. 2011. 
 
A new program has been designed to make getting a pilot’s license easier than before, requiring 
half of the cost that it did before. The main reason why training isn’t as good as it could be is 
because not enough people are trying. It’s too costly and they get discouraged. There are a lot of 
great pilot’s out there and potential pilots and they’re discouraged by high prices and medical 
deferrals. This program makes it easier to obtain or renew a license, but as a consequence, not all 
the perks are available. 
 
Schiff, Barry. "Aeronautical Dinosaur." AOPA Pilot. Jun. 2011: 28. Print. 
 
The author, Barry, was taught to fly a plane in a Aeronca 7AC Champion, a plane without any 
instruments in the cockpit and the ones it did have were unreliable. The main focus is that 
learning to fly without instruments to help you is vital in becoming a better pilot. The author was 
saddened upon finding out that another instructor relies heavily on the instrumentation of a 
Cessna 172SP to teach students to fly planes. Because pilots nowadays rely more and more on 
instruments to guide them in flight, instrumental malfunction is usually the beginning of the end 
for a pilot due to the lack of self-awareness that is taught by using instruments. The author claims 
that because he had to visualize his surroundings in order to fly correctly he is a better pilot.  If 
ever an instrument malfunction occurred, he would be the type of person to not panic and 
endanger himself because his training prepared him for just that. My topic relates to the flight 
training of modern day, and how the new techniques may be doing more harm than good. This 
article will help me prove that greatly. 
 
Yodice S., John. “Electronic Flight Displays and the Courts.” AOPA Pilot. Jun. 2011: 34. Print. 

\The main focus is about a company that was sued because it failed to give a warning about the 
risks from use of its electronic flight display by non instrument-rated pilots operating in good 
visual flight conditions after two aircraft had a fatal mid-flight collision that killed all four people 
involved. This article is a perfect example of how even though you can be a trained pilot the 
training is never enough because if it had been, the pilots would still be alive. The pilots 
responsible for the crash were flying the plane by only looking at their GPS, which gives a white 
aircraft icon and a purple path to follow. They were too reliant on this instrument to get them to 
their destination safely, something that is taught to avoid. Because they were focused on the 
instrument, they collided directly with another aircraft. 
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